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10-Nov-11 17-Nov-11 % Change

MSCI World 1,178.92 1,162.67 -1.38%

MSCI Europe 81.67 81.19 -0.59%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 405.74 405.73 0.00%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 11,893.79 11,770.73 -1.03%

S&P 500 1,239.69 1,216.13 -1.90%

Global Equity Performance
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  Global Financial Markets 
 
Global equity prices ended lower this week as Italy spurred concern through its rising borrowing costs. Similarly, both the 
fixed income and currency markets experienced net movement towards safe havens as investors were unsure whether 
European leaders can contain the debt crisis. 

 
Global Equities 

 
The movements for the past week were mixed 
as investors focused on the developments in 
Europe as the sovereign debt crisis seemed to 
be spreading. In particular, the global equity 
market have been reacting to news in Italy as 
rising borrowing costs and transitions in 
government drew concern for the global outlook. 
Week-on-week, major indices ended with a 
slight loss. MSCI World and MSCI Europe both 
went down by 1.38% and 0.59%, respectively, 
while MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan had a 
marginal decline of only 0.01 points, or 0.00%. 
 
United States 
 

 The US’ trade deficit unexpectedly fell 
in September and jobless claims 
dropped for the period ended 
November 5. The trade balance 
shrank 4% to -US$43.1 billion from a 
revised -US$44.9 billion the previous 
month. Initial jobless claims declined 
by 10,000 to 390,000 last week. 

 Confidence among US consumers rose more than expected in November, giving additional support to the 
economy. The Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan preliminary index of consumer sentiment moved up to 
64.2 compared to the market estimate of 61.5 and a prior month’s result of 60.9. 

 Retail sales grew more than projected in October showing that American shoppers gave the economy an initial 
boost in the fourth quarter. Advanced retail sales growth was reported at 0.5% in October compared to a market 
estimate of 0.3%. 

 Producer prices fell for the first time in four months, suggesting that this could possibly make it easier for retailers 
to use discounts and keep the sales momentum through the holiday shopping season. The Producer Price Index 
declined by 0.3% month-on-month in October from a growth of 0.8% the previous month. 

 Mortgage applications in the US decreased last week as fewer Americans bought or refinanced homes. From a 
previous growth of 10.3%, the Mortgage Bankers Association’s index decreased 10% in the period ended 
November 11 from the prior week. 

 The cost of living in the US surprisingly fell in October for the first time in four months, giving a possible sign that 
inflationary pressures are starting to lessen. The Consumer Price Index declined by 0.1% in October compared to 
the market estimate of 0.0%. 

 Industrial production in the US expanded 0.7% compared to the market estimate of 0.4% in October. 
 

Euro-zone 
 

 Italy’s Senate approved a budget bill that contains new austerity measures, allowing Italy to progress against a 
potential financial crisis and paving the way for Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi’s resignation. In addition, Mario 
Monti, an economist and former European Commissioner for Competition, was tasked to form a new Italian 
government. 

 Italy sold €3 billion worth of bonds, with the five-year yields averaging 6.29%. In comparison, the previous sale last 
October resulted in a 5.32% yield, translating to an increase of 97 basis points. 
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Currencies 

11-Nov 18-Nov % Change

USD/PHP 43.290 43.390 -0.23%

EUR/USD 1.3750 1.3513 -1.72%

GBP/USD 1.6065 1.5802 -1.64%

USD/JPY 77.20 76.74 0.60%

AUD/USD 1.0276 0.9994 -2.74%

USD/CHF 0.8995 0.9154 -1.74%

EUR/CHF 1.23741 1.23699 0.03%

EUR/JPY 106.03 103.7 2.25%
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Tenor 10-Nov 17-Nov  +/- bps

3m 0.000 0.000 0.00

6m 0.020 0.036 1.53

2y 0.230 0.262 3.21

5y 0.906 0.861 -4.53

10y 2.056 1.960 -9.62

30y 3.106 2.981 -12.54

 Mario Monti is to serve as both Prime Minister and Finance Minister in Italy’s government. The position of minister 
for economic development and infrastructure is held by Corrado Passera, Head of bank Intesa San Paolo. 

 
Global Bonds 

 

 US bond market yields ended lower week-on-week. Though there 
were days wherein the yields went up, the dominant sentiment was 
concern for the European debt as Italian yields neared 
unsustainable levels. Given this, investors generally moved towards 
the safety of US debt. The 10-year benchmark yield fell by 9.62 
basis points while the 2-year note yield gained 3.21 basis points. In 
addition, the 30-year bond yield went down by 12.54 basis points. 

 
Currencies 

  

 Week-on-week, demand for the US dollar slightly increased as rising 
debt yields in Italy prompted concern towards the debt crisis. The 
euro and Swiss franc both weakened against the US dollar to 
1.3513 and 91.54 centimes, respectively. On the other hand, the 
Japanese yen strengthened to 76.74 against the greenback.   
 

The week ahead (November 21 - November 25) 
 

 This week was heavily influenced by developments in Europe, 
making it quite volatile. Moving forward, this will probably continue 
for the next week given that currently, borrowing costs in Spain are 
rising to unsustainable levels. In addition, elections in Spain and the 
deadline for the deficit reduction plan in the US are both scheduled next week. If investor confidence in the resulting winner of 
the elections turns out to be disappointing, we may see investors continue to prefer safe-havens. 

 For the fixed income and currency markets, demand for safe havens might lessen if the deficit reduction plan in the US 
encourages hopeful sentiment from investors. 
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Philippine Financial Markets 
 
The local stock market erased early gains posted in the week as concern over the rising core European bond yields 
prompted global stock market investors to take profits. Week-on-week, PDST-F reference rates rose by 7 basis points on 
the average, led by issues at the short-end. Meanwhile, the Philippines peso lost 10.50 centavos against the greenback 
despite comments from the central bank that it may revise its gross international reserves and balance of payments 
surplus forecasts for the year. 
 
 Local Equities 
 

 The local equity market started the week with two straight wins after US 
consumer sentiment rose to its highest level in five months in early 
November and on optimism that a technocrat is set to take over as Italy’s 
premier. However, gains were erased over the next three days as a US retail 
sales report which exceeded market estimates and another encouraging 
initial jobless claims reading were not enough to offset selling pressures 
brought by spiking European bond yields. The sharp increase in benchmark 
rates suggests that the ongoing debt dilemma can even hurt the region’s 
more stable economies. Earnings results of locally-listed companies which 
were generally modest, and news of several index rebalancings were lost in 
the mix. Week-on-week, the main-share Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) ended 0.24% lower to close at 4,302.43 on 
Friday.  
 

 The rebalancing of the MSCI Philippines index will take place on November 30. New names – ICT, SMC and URC will be 
added in the index while the weightings of blue chips BPI and BDO were slashed due to changes in free-float estimates.  
 

 Earnings results were mixed last week as some listed companies registered slowdowns in growth. Nevertheless, the earnings 
results were still modest. We remain constructive on the equities market on a long-term basis, even with perceived weaknesses 
this year, which can be traced to the general risk aversion coming from the developments in the West. Noteworthy is that most 
of the top companies that have reported earnings in the third quarter did not exhibit fundamental weaknesses in their 
businesses, which could derail longer-term growth prospects.  
 
Conglomerates  

 
 Consunji-led DMCI Holdings Inc. (DMC) reported net profits of Php7.0 billion in 9M2011, growing by 35% year-on-year. 

The conglomerate’s construction business continued to sustain bottom-line growth on account of faster-than-expected 
completion rates and more efficient cost structures. Weighing down on growth for the third quarter was the firm’s 
operations in nickel mining where profits were down 83% year-on-year on account of lower production volumes and 
higher input costs. The conglomerate’s coal and power business continued to provide modest earnings.  
 

 Alliance Global Inc. (AGI), the conglomerate owned by tycoon Andrew Tan announced that 9M2011 profits reached 
Php6.74 billion, increasing by 25% year-on-year. Leading the conglomerate’s growth was the firm’s investment in 
gaming and leisure company Traveller’s Inc. which grew profits by 74% year-on-year, helped by the launch of a super 
high-roller floor, the Genting Club, in June 2011.  
 

 Sy-led SM Investments Corp. (SM) posted a 14% rise in consolidated profits in 9M2011 to Php12.48 billion as 
consolidated revenues climbed 13%. Contributing to the conglomerate’s strong performance are robust earnings from 
Banco de Oro Unibank, Inc. (BDO), SM Prime Holdings, Inc. (SMPH) and SM Retail. Meanwhile, SM Investor Relations 
head Cora Guidote said that the owner of the country’s largest bank and mall operator has set a capital spending 
budget of Php56.8 billion next year.  
 

 Gokongwei-led JG Summit Holdings Inc. (JGS) recorded a 40% drop in its 9M2011 net income to Php7.82 billion. All 
three quarters in 2011 have registered declines in earnings as input costs in its food and airline units remain elevated. 
Foreign exchange and market valuation losses further weighed down on the conglomerate’s earnings.  
 

 Lopez Holdings Corp. (LPZ) made a Php4.1 billion profit in 9M2011, lower by 69% year-on-year. Recall that 2010 
earnings were elevated due to hefty gains on the sale of Manila Electric Co. (MER) shares and the inclusion of election-
related revenues in its media unit ABS-CBN Corp. (ABS). Meanwhile, equity in net earnings of associates amounted to 
Php888 million, 92% weaker year-on-year due to First Philippine Holdings Corp.’s (FPH) recognition of impairment 
losses on the 49 MW Northern Negros Geothermal Power Plant (NNGP).  

 

11-Nov 18-Nov % Change

PSEi 4,312.96 4,302.43 -0.24%

Philippine  Stock Exchange  Index
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Banks  
 
 Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co.’s (MBT) consolidated net income for 9M2011 reached Php8.9 billion, higher by 47.6% 

year-on-year mainly due to hefty trading and forex gains which amounted to Php6 billion. These one-off gains more 
than offset by a subpar 14.8% year-on-year growth in loans in 3Q2011, which lagged the industry’s 22% growth rate. 
Net interest income approximately fell by 1% year-on-year in 3Q2011 and 8% quarter-on-quarter. 
 

 China Banking Corp. (CHIB) had a 9.7% year-on-year decline in its net income in 9M2011 to Php3.39 billion due to 
lower margins and weaker trading gains which offset loan growth. Despite a 23.5% growth in its loan portfolio which is 
above industry levels, net interest income fell as margins continued to drop due to excess market liquidity and intense 
competition. CHIB’s 3Q2011 trading and forex gains were 72% lower to Php279 million, while fee-based income also 
declined by 14% to Php351 million. Nevertheless, CHIB’s non-performing loans (NPL) fell to 3.12% from 4.30% as of 
end-2010. NPL cover improved to 142.0% from 126.7%.  
 

 Rizal Commercial Banking Corp.’s (RCB) earnings in 9M2011 rose 11.4% year-on-year to Php4.08 billion due to 
relatively resilient trading gains and a drop in provisions. Even with the vagaries in the market, trading and forex gains 
fell by just 6.2% to Php3.34 billion. Meanwhile, fee-based income improved by 13.2% to Php1.59 billion. Net interest 
income dropped by 2.2% in 9M2011 to Php8 billion as loans just increased by 6.5% in September. Provisions in 
9M2011 fell 51.7% year-on-year to Php1.3 billion as its NPL ratio improved to 2.13% from 3.10% as of end-2010. 
 

 Security Bank Corp. (SECB) earned Php4.02 billion in 9M2011, which is up 21% year-on-year as core revenues in 
loans and fee-based income continued to underpin the bank’s growth. Net interest income improved by 22% to 
Php5.55 billion as loans grew by 23% to Php84.5 billion in the period, more than compensating a 20% drop in non-
interest income. As expected, trading gains dropped after the bank decided to lock in gains by selling its available-for-
sale assets in last year’s rapid bond market appreciation. Nevertheless, fee-based income and forex gains grew by 
17% apiece for the first nine months of 2011. SECB’s non-performing loans (NPL) ratio stood at just 0.9%, while NPL 
cover was at 338%.  

 
Property 

 
 SM Development Corp. (SMDC) produced Php3.1 billion in profits in 9M2011, 51% higher year-on-year as revenues 

grew by 86% driven mainly by residential condominium sales. SMDC posted Php1.16 billion in earnings in 3Q2011, the 
highest quarterly profit since being a residential developer. The country’s largest low-cost residential developer believes 
that its Php4.3 billion profit for the year will be achieved.  
 

 Meanwhile, AGI’s property unit Megaworld Inc. (MEG) reported recurring profits of Php4.65 billion in 9M2011 up by 
14% against the same period last year. Due to delays in project completion, residential gross profit fell by 39% year-on-
year. Offsetting the company’s underperformance in core operations was a lower effective tax rate. 
 

 Vista Land & Lifescapes Inc. (VLL) recorded a 20% growth in its 9M2011 net income to Php2.61 billion as revenues 
from real estate operations climbed by 21%. Real estate sales growth was buoyed by the increase in the overall 
completion rate of sold inventories of its business units Camella Homes, Crown Asia and Communities Philippines. In 
3Q2011, VLL registered record sales of Php6.2 billion. Despite the seemingly strong showing, the net income was 
boosted by a 66% drop in taxes on availment of tax holidays.  

 
 Property giant Ayala Land, Inc.’s (ALI) weighting in the Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) was increased to 6.1% 

from just 2.2% previously as its free float level was brought back up to 46%. 
 
Power 
 
 Energy Development Corp. (EDC) tallied a Php1.81 billion net income in 3Q2011, reducing the year-to-date net loss of 

the company to Php488 million. EDC’s seemingly disappointing performance this year can be traced to the absence of 
steam sales from its Bacon-Manito geothermal power plants, as well as the full write-down of its 49 MW Northern 
Negros Geothermal Power Plant (NNGP) worth Php5 billion. Drivers of 3Q2011 bottom line growth are strong sales 
from its Tongonan and Palinpinon power plants which have supplied to the spot market and have inked 14 new long-
term Power Supply Agreements with electric cooperatives in Leyte and Negros. Ancillary service revenues brought in 
an additional Php381 million for the period.  
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 EDC’s parent, First Gen Corp.’s (FGEN) net income attributable to parent amounted to US$11.5 million in 9M2011, 
82.6% lower year-on-year. The weakness is due to the impairment charge on EDC’s NNGP, and lethargic revenues 
from its hydroelectric units. Consolidated revenues however rose 4.7% to US$45.9 million due to higher dispatch and 
fuel prices of its 1,500 MW Santa Rita and San Lorenzo natural gas power plants. The main driver to growth is the full 
re-commissioning of EDC’s BacMan plants which is expected to happen by the end of 2011.  

 
Mining  
 
 Semirara Mining Corp. (SCC), also controlled by DMC, saw earnings shoot up by 62% year-on-year with 9M2011 net 

income coming in at Php5.2 billion. Coal revenues grew by 48% to Php14 billion as demand rose during the first nine 
months of the year. The firm’s power generation business meanwhile experienced flat revenues year-on-year as lower 
power generation prices offset the rise in volume sales.  

 

Consumer 
 

 Jollibee Foods Corp.’s (JFC) net earnings fell by 4% year-on-year to Php2.06 billion as margins have not recovered 
despite hefty gains in revenues. 3Q2011 revenues jumped 19.1% to Php15.23 billion as system wide sales increased 
by 18.4% to almost Php20 billion, the fastest growth registered so far in 2011. Sales growth was led by the Philippines 
which accelerated by 19.7%. Foreign revenues grew slower by 13.5% as the weakness in the US was offset by China 
(+21.4%), Vietnam (+23.1%) and the Middle East (+23.6%).  
 

 Puregold Price Club Inc. (PGOLD), the country’s fastest-growing retailer turned in a 9M2011 net income of Php1.08 
billion which is 185% higher year-on-year as net sales increased by 36% to Php26.95 billion. As of the end of the third 
quarter, PGOLD has increased its store count to 77 from 62 as of end-2010.  

 

Media 
 

 ABS-CBN Corp. (ABS) suffered a 23% drop in its 9M2011 net income to Php2.24 billion as consolidated revenues 
declined by 15% mainly due to the absence of election-related ads which were evident at the first two quarters of 2010 
and a slowdown in regular ads as multinationals decreased advertising expenses due to the global uncertainties. 
Excluding the sale of Sky Cable PDRs, earnings amounted to Php1.42 billion, 51% lower year-on-year.  
 

 GMA Network Inc. (GMAP) reported a 31% year-on-year decline in its 9M2011 profit to Php1.58 billion largely due to 
the absence of election-related ads which were evident in 2010. Regular ads grew by just 2%  in 3Q2011 as 
multinational companies scaled back in ad spending due to the uncertainties in the global economy.  

 

Transportation  
 
 Cebu Air, Inc. (CEB) nursed a Php219.5 million net loss in 3Q2011 against a profit of Php1.67 billion in 3Q2010 as jet 

fuel prices remained elevated while huge losses on fuel hedging, fair value and foreign exchange were recognized. 
This brought the 9M2011 profit tally to Php2.22 billion, down 54% year-on-year. 

 
Philippine Bond Markets 

  

 Week-on-week, benchmark PDST-F reference rates rose by 7 basis 
points on the average. Particularly, the rise in yields was evident at the 
short-end of the curve, which increased by 14 basis points. Selling 
pressures can be traced to foreigners lighting up on their positions given 
the continued vagaries in the global financial market scene. Reportedly, 
foreign investors mostly place their funds at the short-end. On an overall 
basis, investors are demanding for higher rates across the curve, similar 
to what is happening in core Euro-zone countries.  

Tenor 11-Nov 18-Nov % Change

1m 2.21 2.22 0

3m 1.06 1.39 33

6m 1.23 1.40 17

1y 1.35 1.40 5

2y 2.82 2.83 1

3y 3.79 3.70 -9

4y 4.87 4.99 12

5y 5.04 5.18 13

7y 5.20 5.32 12

10y 5.90 5.90 -1

20y 7.29 7.33 3

25y 7.39 7.32 -6

Average 7

Peso Yield Curve                                         

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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T enor 11-Nov 18-Nov % Change

ROP 13 1.87    1.86    1

ROP 16n 2.36    2.39    -3

ROP 19n 3.40    3.49    -9

ROP 20 3.68    3.68    1

ROP 21 3.71    3.74    -3

ROP 24n 4.53    4.53    0

ROP 26 4.50    4.53    -3

ROP 30 4.98    5.05    -8

ROP 32 4.90    4.99    -9

ROP 34 4.89    4.95    -7

Average -4

ROP Yie ld Curve On Monday’s Treasury bill auction, the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) 
rejected all bids for the 1-year paper while partially accepting tenders for the 
182-day T-bills. The BTr however fully awarded bids for the 91-day T-bill, 
with the average rate increasing by just 5 basis points to 0.969%. The 
average rate for the 182-day T-bills went up by 8.90 basis points to 1.204%. 
With uncertainty surrounding the local bond market due to the European 
debt saga, investors asked for higher rates which the government found 
unreasonable. Had the government settled for a full award of the 1-year 
paper, the average rate would have risen to 1.937% from 1.079% or a rise 
of 85.8 basis points. Total tenders amounted to Php10.83 billion against a 
Php9 billion offer.  

 According to the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr), government debt stood at 
Php4.794 trillion as of August which is Php48 billion and Php101 billion 
higher than the July and year ago figures, respectively. Of the total debt, 
Php2.037  or 42% is owed to foreign creditors while Php2.757 or 58% is 
owed to domestic creditors. Contingent debt decreased to Php575 billion in 
the period from end July level of Php587 billion.  

 
Philippine Peso 
 

 Week-on-week, the Philippine peso surrendered 10.50 centavos against the US dollar to close at 43.395 on Friday. The 
currency pair’s movements remained dependent on headlines in the Euro-zone. A potential peso rally which can be traced to 
increasing bond yields and favorable comments on the central bank’s external position did not materialize.  

 

 The central bank may revise its gross international reserves (GIR) and balance of payments (BoP) surplus forecasts for the year 
upwards as remittances from overseas Filipino workers remain resilient despite uncertainties in the developed world. Currently, 
the GIR stands at US$75.8 billion as of October, while the BoP is at a surplus of US$9.7 billion as of September. 

 

 Net foreign portfolio investment inflows or “hot money” dropped 78.2% year-on-year in October to US$237.44 million as 
investors continued to hold back on investments in financial markets in emerging market economies such as the Philippines 
given the uncertainties in the Euro-zone and the US. For 10M2011, net inflows still rose 37.4% to US$3.45 billion. 

 

 Remittances from overseas Filipino workers rose 8.4% year-on-year last September, decelerating from the previous month’s 
surprising 11.1% gain. Albeit the slowdown due to the weakening of the global economy, remittances are still poised to recover 
as the holiday season approaches. Meanwhile, the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) said that total 
remittances by overseas Filipino workers may likely exceed the government’s Php20.1 billion target for the year despite the 
various crises which happened this year – the political turmoil in the Middle East, the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, and the 
European and American debt woes. Remittances have already reached Php14.76 billion in 9M2011. 

 

The week ahead (November 21 – November 25) 
 

 Just like the previous weeks, movements in the local financial markets will take cue from developments in the Euro-zone this 
week. With the earnings season almost over and with no other catalyst that would trigger risk appetite, we expect the main-
share index to trade range bound between 4,250 – 4,350. We expect local bond yields to inch higher this week as volatility 
abounds in global markets. A sharp rise in yields may be offset by some bargain-hunting. Lastly, the Philippine peso is poised to 
appreciate against the US dollar due to the influx of remittances as the holidays approach but gains could be tempered by weak 
investor sentiment on emerging market currencies. 


